




Gotoh SG-Series, SE-Series and SD-Series feature Rock-SolidrM string post
(except for a few models) and have 5 kinds of post variation, Standard,
Magnum Lock (MG)@, H.A.P.@, H.A.P.A. and H.A.P.M. which you can
choose. It gives unrivalled tuning stability for Vibrato equipped guitars.

Gotohs advanced technology and developing spirit have greatly won the
confidence of many guitar builders in the world.
For more detail on Rock-Solid*' see explanation on paBe I

as you like.
Creating the perfect down pressure over a guitars nut is a complex balance
between Headstock angle and Tirning machine head post height selection.
Height adjustable posts take away tha guesswork by allowing you to dial in the
exact angle you need for, friction, string pressure/tension and open string sound
and sustain. Ideal for flat style peg heads when string trees need to be eliminated

l lmage of H.A.P. function

Gotoh H.A.P is the world first system that enables you to adjust string post height



cOntents

Gui ta r  Mach ine  Heads

SG-51 0 Series / 5G Series
5 - /

with simple and steady mechanism.
Eliminating the " string wraps " around tuning machine head
posts is a great asset when keepimg vibrato-equipped guitars

in tune without the use of troublesome clamps arrd flne tuners.
By locking the string on the post, only half a turn is

required to bring most strings up to pitch, allowing the

string to return to its'original position after bending or

s lackening of f  dur ing dive bombing.  The device is  sel f -
locking(string is clamped in place by the simple act of

tuning to pitch). Tuning stability is taken to a new level

with the introduction of the "Rock-Solid"* String posts

on selected Tuning machine heads with Magnum-lock
feature.

'  :  A lways  fo l low the  ins t ruc t ions  in  the  ins t ruc t ion  manua l / lea f le t

Gui ta r  Mach ine  Heads

5E51 0 / SE Series, 5D51 0 / 5D Series

Planetary Banjo Tuners

Classic Guitar Machine Heads 1 3  - 1 5

Mando l in  Mach ine  Heads

Ukulele Peg

Violin Tuner

Bass Machine Heads 19 -21

Two-way Truss Rod / Arms

Tremolo Units - 510 Series 23-24

Tremolo Units & Lock Nuts

Guitar Bridges & Tailpieces 26-28

Bass Bridges

Saddle Sets / Side Adiuster

Free Lock/ Strap Pin /Jack Cover

String Bushing / Neck Joint Plate

Control Panel / Tension Bar

G0T0H original control knob ofArtificial l\4aterial 34
1

Dome Knob

Battery Box / String Retainer

Wrench Holder / Spring Holder

Spring / Power Spring

Wilkinson by GOTOH

Tremolo Units

Guitar Bridges / Bass Bridges

Guitars with angle back peg-heads can sometimes beneflt

from slightly less pressure at the nut. HAP-A tuning
machine heads are designed to adjust the string anchor
point away from the face of the headstock allowing you

to select the perfect angle and feel.

Combining the ability of post height adjustment with the
Magnum lock feature gives a machine head that is the
perfect choice for flat peg-head style guitars equipped with
a Vibrato. Removing the string tree on this type of guitar is
essential for tuning stability, couple this with the advantage
of a locking string post(eliminating string wraps)and you
have the ultimate set up.

Gotoh Magnum Lock is the ultimate string locking system
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